In Charged Coupled Devices (CCDs), radiation-induced events generate electron hole pairs in silicon that cause artifacts and contribute to degrade image quality. In this work, the impact of natural radiation at ground level has been characterized at sea level, in altitude and underground for a commercial full-frame CCD device. Results have been carefully analyzed in terms of event shape, size and hourly rates. The respective contributions of atmospheric radiation and telluric contamination from ultra-traces of alpha-particle emitters have been successfully separated and quantified. Experimental results have been compared with simulation results obtained from a dedicated radiation transport and interaction code.
Introduction
As most solid-state devices, Charged Coupled Devices (CCDs) are known to be very sensitive to natural or artificial sources of radiation [1] [2] . Depending on the context of use of such devices, this extreme sensitivity is an advantage if one tries to detect radiation [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] or a disadvantage if we try to avoid them [18] . Indeed, the interactions of single ionizing particles with the CCD materials generate electron-hole pairs that can be partially or totally collected at silicon (i.e. pixel) level, resulting in image artifacts. The effects are not permanent and the spurious charge is swept out during readout, but these single event effects (SEE) constitute a significant source of noise in the image/video data. Named "cosmic rays" by astronomers (because mainly induced by secondary cosmic rays at terrestrial level) [19] , these nonsense signals directly affect the reliability of high performance CCD imagers used in astronomy for example [20] .
Schematically, SEEs in CCDs can be generated by direct or indirect ionization [21] , as summarized and illustrated in Fig. 1 . On one hand, direct ionization ( Fig. 1 left) is achieved through Coulomb interactions between a charged particle and atoms of the device. The charged particle strips electrons of atoms as it passes through the device thereby causing ionizations. Heavy ions (including charged nuclear recoils), low energy protons and muons directly ionize matter. As a function of the incidence angle of the particle with respect to the CCD plan, different signatures (spots, straight lines) can be obtained [22] . On the other hand, indirect ionization ( Fig. 1 right) is of concern for atmospheric neutrons and high-energy protons (> 100 MeV) that are able to ionize by collision with the target nuclei. Neutrons ionize indirectly, they do not interact via the Coulomb force, and so they can travel through several centimeters of material without interacting with other particles and can remain undetected with CCD. Indirect ionization is accomplished through two mechanisms: elastic and inelastic scattering [23] . Elastic scattering occurs when a neutron knocks out a target nucleus from its lattice but the nucleus remains in the same energy state. During inelastic scattering, the striking neutron interacts with the target nucleus such that the nucleus captures the neutron and thereby the nucleus becomes an isotope. The isotope then deexcites by the emission of secondary charged and uncharged radiation. The residual nucleus and the evaporation products may be highly ionizing and are able to deposit significant amounts of charge at various locations in a device and cause SEEs. Fig. 1 (right) illustrates the case of an indirect ionization event induced by a neutron-silicon interaction within the volume of the 3 CCD. As a function of the number and the momentum direction of the reaction products, the signature of the event can be more complex than a simple spot or straight line.
In this work, we used a commercial CCD-based astronomical camera to precisely detect, count and characterize (in terms of pixel size, hourly rate and related charge event) artifacts induced by natural radiation at ground level from the continuous analysis of images captured in total darkness. In order to also isolate and characterize events directly induced by the internal and residual radioactivity of the CCD materials, we performed experiments deeply underground to suppress atmospheric radiation. Three different locations have thus been considered: at sea level, underground and at mountain altitude. Measurements reported in this work correspond to long-term experiments, with typical durations of several months. Section 2 of the present paper details the experimental setup, the acquisition procedure and the image processing for radiation-induced event characterization. Experimental results for the different locations are reported and discussed in Section 3. Finally, in Section 4, these data have been compared with results deduced from numerical simulation performed with a dedicated radiation transport and interaction code developed in the framework of this study.
Experimental details
The different experiments of this work have been conducted using a USB2.0 CCD monochrome camera (model Atik 383L [24] , see At the end of each acquisition period (1 minute) in the complete darkness, the CCD is read and a raw image is returned to the computer. This image is cleaned (noise removal) by subtracting a reference dark frame (obtained from a combination of multiple dark frames at the same temperature to get a better model for the noise in an image). Radiation-induced events are then detected by applying to this new image a series of mathematical treatments that isolate pixels or group(s) of connected pixels with an electrical charge clearly above the background and verifying certain threshold criteria. This operation consists in identifying pixels above a first threshold value and to examine if the neighboring pixels (up to the second neighbors) are also above a second value (inferior to the first threshold but superior to the image background). [17] , the detected events are automatically classified by the software into single pixel event (SPE) that corresponds to isolated pixels or into multiple pixel event (MPE) that corresponds to a group of adjacent or neighboring pixels (i.e. having pixel connectivity). Finally, the software estimated the corresponding hourly event rates (single pixel rate, SPER, and multiple pixel rate, MPER) occurring during the experiment.
Experimental results
Experimental campaigns of measurements were performed in three different locations with exactly the same camera and the same setup: i) at sea level in Marseille [26] during more than one year (14 months), ii) underground at the underground laboratory of Modane (LSM [27] , under 1700 m of rock, equivalent to 4800 m under water) during two weeks and iii) at mountain altitude (2552 m) on the ASTEP platform [28] during three months. Underground measurements represent the only way to screen the atmospheric radiation and to directly measure, i.e. quantify, the occurrence of events due to the residual ultra-traces of alpha radioactivity present in the CCD materials and packaging (in particular in the quartz optical window located in front of the CCD). On the contrary, altitude measurements are chosen to increase the atmospheric radiation by a factor corresponding to the acceleration factor (AF) of the considered site. AF is defined by the relative particle flux (total integral flux above a certain energy, generally 1 MeV) at the test location with respect to the reference value of the same quantity evaluated at sea level (New York City) [23] . For ASTEP, AF ≈ 6 [29] for the atmospheric neutron flux integrated above 1 MeV; this value is higher for atmospheric protons (AF ≈ 8) and lower for muons (AF ≈ 2) since the dependence with altitude of the integrated flux is different for these particles [30] . h -1 for ASTEP. In this case, these values show that the atmospheric event rate increases by a factor ≈ 4.3 for ASTEP with respect to sea level, larger than the factor 2.4 previously deduced from raw measurements taking into account the chip radioactivity contribution. In order to understand the exact contributions of the different atmospheric particle types to the observed event rates, numerical simulation have been carried out (see the next section).
Modeling and numerical simulation
The complete modeling and numerical simulation of the different experiments has been performed following a methodology successfully experimented in a previous work concerning another type of CCD sensor and camera [17] . From device performances specifications [25] combined with a chip analysis conducted on a sacrificed device with techniques and instruments classically used in IC failure analysis, we constructed a simplified but realistic 3D model of the complete pixel array considering the extracted dimensions, material and layer composition and thicknesses. The geometry has been modeled using a C++ computational 6 geometry library developed at IM2NP. The EXPACS atmospheric radiation model [31] has been also implemented in the code to compute the energy distributions of neutrons, protons and muons fluxes precisely corresponding to sea level and altitude test locations at the measurement periods. In addition, for alpha-particle emitters, both 238 U and 232 Th decay chains [23] have been simulated for contaminants uniformly distributed (for simplicity) in the bulk of all chip material layers. The interactions of neutrons and high-energy protons with circuit materials have been implemented on the basis of pre-calculated Geant4 databases [32] .
For all other ionizing particles (secondary products, low energy muons and protons, alpha particles), a direct ionization process has been considered based on a numerical modeling of the SRIM tables [33] [34] . Values for muons have been estimated by applying mass scaling to proton transport tables, as specified in [35] . When a particle interacts with the CCD materials, the code evaluates the amount of charge (energy) directly deposited into the pixels and the additional amount of charge collected by the pixels from the substrate, considering a diffusion-collection model in the silicon region described in [17] . For each interaction event impacting the pixel array, the code calculates the resulting numerical image and save it for post-processing and comparison with experimental signatures.
Extensive simulations considering 500 millions of atmospheric neutrons, 10 millions of protons and 1 million of muons, generated from the EXPACS model for the considered locations (Marseille and ASTEP) and incident on the CCD surface following a cos n (θ) law for the zenithal angle θ (n = 3.5 for neutrons and n = 2 for protons and muons [34] ), have been performed. In addition, 1 million of alpha particles, emitted from a random location in the CCD materials with characteristics derived from the 238 U and 232 Th decay chains, have been also considered. The relatively high experimental pixel event rate measured underground (2.72 h -1 ) has been numerically reproduced by forcing the uranium (and thorium) concentration to the value of 1.9 ppm in the device. This value is lower than the value extracted in [33] for another imager and camera, but it also reflects a residual radioactivity problem in the chip and/or in the packaging. As reported in [33] , the quartz cover glass (optical window), just in front of the sensor, should be at the origin of this problem since such a contamination with alpha radioactive impurities has been already observed in such materials [37] [38] . Other possible origins of such a radioactive contamination could be linked to the antireflective coatings [24] present on both sides of the optical glass or to the chip bonding 7 materials. This point should require further investigations since it appears to be recurrent on different CCD and CMOS sensors [33, 37, 38] .
From the different simulation batches performed for all particle types, quantitative results presented in Figs. 4 and 5 have been extracted. Fig. 4 shows that the global event rates obtained by simulation, i.e. the sum of the pixel event rates for both atmospheric (neutrons+protons+muons and telluric contributions) match very well the experimental values at ground level. In more details, these results show that neutrons, muons and protons have very different weights in the total event rate observed at sea level or at mountain altitude: neutrons weakly interact with the CCD and are responsible of only a few percents of the detected events (respectively 7% and 17% of the atmospheric radiation-induced events observed at sea level an in altitude) whereas muons are at the origin of the majority of events (respectively 84% and 62% of the "atmospheric" events at sea level an in altitude). Finally, proton contribution is found negligible at sea level (9%) but more significant in altitude (21%), due to an important increase of the amplification factor at ASTEP altitude (with respect to sea level) previously discussed (see Section 3). These new results confirm and show the importance of muon and proton contributions in the CCD response when directly exposed to atmospheric radiation at ground level, as previously highlighted in [16] [17] . To conclude, Fig. 5 shows the comparison between the experimental and the simulated distributions of event sizes expressed in number of pixels. The experimental distribution corresponds to 14 months of measurement at sea level. Simulations are found to globally well reproduce the experiment distribution even if these calculations slightly underestimate the occurrence of small events (up to 3 pixels in size) and overestimate larger events (> 4 pixels). Differences observed specially for large events (> 6 pixels) could be attributed to the finite duration of the measurements (one year), certainly not sufficient to reach a correct statistics for the largest (and thus the rarest) events. Finally, note that the cumulated effect of all the simplifications considered in the present simulation approach (CCD geometry, charge transport model, electrical pixel response, etc.) could also partially explain the differences observed between the two distributions of Fig. 5 .
Conclusion
In conclusion, in this work we used a commercial CCD-based astronomical camera to detect and characterize the artifacts induced by natural radiation at ground level from the continuous 8 analysis of images (acquired in the complete darkness one time per minute) at three different locations: at sea level, underground and at mountain altitude. Measurements reported in this work thus correspond to real-time long-term experiments, with typical durations of several months. Experimental data have been carefully analyzed in terms of event size and hourly rates and compared with simulation results obtained from a dedicated radiation transport and interaction code adapted to the current CCD geometry. The ensemble provides a set of experimental and simulation results quantifying the importance of such transient instabilities in CCD operation. In addition, the study gives us the opportunity to improve our modeling approach and to optimize our simulation code. The comparison between sea level and underground measured data indicated that more than half of the detected events at sea level is due to the CCD chip internal alpha radioactivity, a recurrent problem previously observed on various devices. In altitude measurements, the contribution of the chip radioactivity reduces to 27% in the CCD response, because the atmospheric radiation dominates in this case. The occurrence of the atmospheric radiation-induced events is found to increase by a factor 3× for altitude measurements with respect to sea level experiments. Numerical simulation has been finally performed in order to understand the exact contribution of the different atmospheric particle types, evidencing the predominant role of muons (and secondarily protons) in the response of the CCD device at ground level. 
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